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Abstract Incorporating multiple modes enables a product
to change between different configurations, such as hybrid
electric vehicles and washing machines. This paper
investigates how multiple modes are constructed in mod-
ular product architecture—especially, how multi-modal
modules are designed and used to construct overall product
modality. The authors argue that product modality becomes
viable by undertaking two strategies: temporal clustering,
which activates and organizes different groups of modules
in different modes, and modality propagation, which relies
on modality of the product’s subordinate modules. A
solution that successfully incorporates modality enables the
system to achieve functions with minimal system resour-
ces; however, it also introduces extra complexity to the
design process. In the final section, the authors propose two
techniques that promote multi-modal modules in design
processes. This research work provokes the considerations
of modality in product architecture. It claims modality is an
important factor that leads to innovative design solutions.
To emphasize the importance of modality, the authors
present a case study of two pasta machines and compare
the radical differences in their modular design solutions.
Keywords Mode  Modality  Reconfigurable product 
Product architecture  Modularity
1 Introduction
Many modern products have multiple modes. Modes can
mean different functions to the user, such as the washing
and spinning modes of a washing machine. Modes some-
times also reflect users’ requirements, such as the sport and
economic modes of a car’s transmission, and the outdoor,
silent, and power-saving modes of a mobile phone. The
significance of having multiple modes is that the users only
have to deal with the choices of modes, instead of manually
configuring the system. In order to offer this convenience,
the designer needs to solve the problem of integrating
several configurations into one multi-modal configuration.
Modality is a product’s ability to operate in multiple
modes.1 It is also a relative property that indicates how
much the system can change its configuration. The
changeable configuration causes different conversions of
material, energy, and signal flows. However, the existent
design theories and methodologies mainly apply to design
products with fixed configurations. They lack effective
methods for modeling and designing the changeable con-
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previous study on conceptual design of multi-modal
products (Liu et al. 2015), we explored modality between
the users’ needs and the product’s functional model (FM).
This paper addresses the gap respecting modality by
focusing on product architecture (PA) design. Both papers
review and develop Pahl and Beitz’s (2013) systematic
design methodology, making it better suited to provide
theoretical support for describing and elaborating change-
able configurations.
The foreground of this research work contains the
presence of a resolved FM and its preliminary principle
solution, which are already derived from the prior con-
ceptual design process (Liu et al. 2015). According to our
previous paper, the resolved FM refers to the proposed
reconfigurable functional model (RFM), which efficiently
describes how the FM changes in different modes. The
principle solution is preliminary because its physical phe-
nomena, working structure, and layout must take modular
design into consideration. At this stage, the multi-modal
PA design commences. Its considerations will influence the
rest of conceptual design and the entire embodiment
design.
This research work is positioned at the intersection
between PA and modality. PA is the scheme by which
functions are allocated to the physical building blocks.
Modularity is regarded as the most important characteristic
of a product’s architecture (Ulrich and Eppinger 2003). The
existent modular design methodology figures an integral
design as one in which multiple functions are integrated in
one module. On this basis, modality allows the module to
allocate these functions to different times. Therefore, the
major difficulty of modality is that it makes functions and
physical configurations changeable. In particular, it asks,
how do designers design the multi-modal system with
modules? Conversely, how do designers use the multi-
modal modules to design a large system?
To let the entire research work root in modularity, we
assume all products consist of modules, despite some
necessary trivial components. The modules mentioned in
this paper all belong to function-based modularity,
according to Otto and Wood’s categorization (2001).
Although their view of function-based modularity divides a
product into a large number of modules, it will not violate
other modular design methodologies that further integrate
functional modules into modules designed for other pur-
poses, such as customers’ needs, serviceability, manufac-
turability, and so on (Jiao et al. 2007). We adopt the term
‘‘subsystem’’ to mention the relative hierarchy between a
currently focused system and its subordinate systems.
The content of the paper is as follows. Section 2 reviews
the existing methodologies in reconfigurable product
design and modular PA. Section 3 presents a descriptive
model of modality in PA. The descriptive model is then
examined in a case study of two pasta machines in Sect. 4.
Section 5 presents the significances of modality with
respect to system resource and design complexity. Finally,
prescriptive models are given in the form of techniques for
capturing and elaborating multi-modal modules (MMs).
2 Background
In our previous study on product modality (Liu et al. 2015),
we claimed multi-modal products as a subset of reconfig-
urable products. The definitions summarized by Ferguson
et al. (2007) assume that reconfigurable products may
change their configurations during the whole product life
cycle. In contrast, modality facilitates the changes only
during the product operation stage. Modifying a configu-
ration or recycling modules is not considered a switch
between modes, but such manipulations are within the
range of product reconfiguration.
On the conceptual end of product design, the advantages
of reconfigurable products, including multi-modal prod-
ucts, are summarized as optimal performance when
unpredicted factors arise (Ferguson et al. 2007), such as
changes in customers’ needs, requirements, and circum-
stances (Haldaman and Parkinson 2010). Among many
case- and solution-oriented research works, modular design
is assumed to be an indispensable measure to achieve
reconfigurations (Olewnik et al. 2004; Siddiqi and de Weck
2008; Singh et al. 2009).
Prior to PA design, the FM should enable reconfigura-
tions. An RFM has been proposed for conceptual design of
multi-modal products (Liu et al. 2015). This method makes
it possible to express reconfigurations of FMs by manipu-
lating the selections and connections of sub-functions. In
the next stage, PA is the scheme by which the function of
a product is allocated to physical components (Ulrich
1995). PA design is about the decision as to whether to
implement one or multiple functions on each module.
Mikkola (2006) has comprehensively summarized the
trade-off between the resultant modular and integral
architecture, covering issues of design criteria, redesign
cost, production cost, innovation, and so on. Basically,
modular design strives to achieve the minimum inter-
module interactions among modules and maximum intra-
module interactions in each module (Huang and Kusiak
1998; Gu and Sosale 1999). To achieve these two goals,
modular design methods are divided into component- and
function-based approaches.
The component-based approach strives to enumerate all
the potential integral design by examining the interactions
between all the components. The premise of these
approaches is that each of the functions has already been
assigned to a specific component. In practice, design
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structure matrices (DSMs) are widely applied as a tool to
quantify all the interactions (AlGeddawy and ElMaraghy
2013; Eppinger and Browning 2012; Park et al. 2008). The
component-based approach is straightforward for practical
solutions, but it often leads to high work load. More
importantly, the component-based approach may hinder
component sharing, because the secondary functions of a
component are ignored when designers only look for
interaction between components.
The function-based approach undertakes a clustering
process upon an FM and thus determines the functions that
each module should embody. Stone et al. (2000) empha-
sized the importance of parallel and serial flows in FMs and
proposed three module heuristics that help to identify
modules: dominant flow, branching flows, and conversion–
transmission. Dahmus et al. (2001) add one additional rule
that considers product portfolio design. The function-based
approach avoids iterations and promotes enclosing a series
of functions in each module. However, the division of an
FM may lack comprehensive considerations about the
physical nature of components.
At the intersection of PA and the use of a product over
time, Yu et al. (1999) suggested that the PA design should
take each product’s use over time into account, since a
product’s value is calculated in a time distribution. A
prominent research work on function-based product inte-
gration is made by Kalyanasundaram and Lewis (2014). It
shares a very similar scope with our research. Their
approach regards a reconfigurable product as an integration
of two primary products, and thus, they search for potential
function and structure sharing (which they call ‘‘compo-
nent sharing’’ in their paper) by examining the interactions
between functions and structures with a series of matrices.
Their proposed design process implies both component-
and function-based approaches.
The multiple-to-one sharing scheme was initially
remarked at the mapping between multiple functions to one
component. Ulrich and Seering (1990) named this
phenomenon function sharing. Chakrabarti (2001) sug-
gested to correct the misnomer ‘‘function sharing’’ to
‘‘structure sharing’’, and further categorized four sharing
schemes between functions and structures, shown in Fig. 1.
Among the four sharing schemes, the temporal sharing
schemes exhibited by modality are presented with an ‘‘or’’
relationship between functions and structures. Thus, the
multi-mode integration shares the same design strategy
with our proposed functional multi-modal design (Liu et al.
2015). Technological multi-modal design is more akin to
structure redundancy, which promotes the ‘‘alternative
fulfilment of the same function’’ (Liu et al. 2015). The four
sharing schemes provide a qualitative measurement of the
integral design in elementary system scale. However, the
mentioned structures are misaligned with the modules and
components in modularity ontology. The lack of a
boundary that clusters one or several structures for a certain
module hinders its application to modular design.
In summary, the research background of this paper is
that the existent design theory and methodology of PA lack
sufficient considerations of reconfigurability. The design of
reconfigurable products, although situated in the context of
modularity, is not well connected to the design theory. To
fill the gap in between, the function and structure sharing
schemes categorized by Chakrabarti (2001) and the cate-
gorization of functional or technological multi-modal
design (Liu et al. 2015) shed light on framing PA design of
multi-modal products. The desired framework provides a
strategic approach alongside the systematic approach by
Kalyanasundaram and Lewis (2014).
3 Modality in product architecture
Mode is a switchable configuration state made for the
purpose of a specific function or technology (Liu et al.
2015). A configuration state specifies how the material,
energy, and signal flows are manipulated in a system.
Mul-mode Integraon
Funconal mul-modal design (Liu et al. 2015)
Structure Sharing
Funcon sharing by Ulrich and Seering (1990)
Structure Redundancy













Fig. 1 Four sharing schemes
categorized by Chakrabarti
(2001)
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Figure 2 shows the control panel of a washing machine. A
mode can purposefully indicate washing outdoor wear.
Intrinsically, its configuration state is the specific system
setup that conducts laundry at 30 degrees Celsius for
40 min. Considering that the washing machine is designed
for washing various textiles in different ways, the design-
er’s role is to interpret the existing purposes into multiple
configuration states, each of which contains a unique
technical description.
The descriptions can be expressed in both functional and
physical levels. Figure 3 shows the configuration of a dual-
mode solar light, which is designed for lighting gardens or
streets. Its two modes are for the functions of lighting and
charging. The configuration states are separately presented
in the middle and right planes along the time line. Each
mode contains a unique configuration state that can be
described in both functional and physical levels. The
selection between two modes is dependent on the light-
sensitive sensor and control logic.
According to widely acknowledged understanding, PA
is the mapping from functional elements to physical ele-
ments (Ulrich and Seering 1990; Mikkola and Gassmann
2003). In the PA demonstrated in Fig. 3, it is easy to
conceive that the solar panel embodies the function ‘‘con-
vert’’ from light to electricity, while the bulb embodies the
function ‘‘convert’’ from electricity to light. Both of the
two modules exhibit fixed mapping between the functional
and the physical levels regardless of modes. However, the
mapping from the functions ‘‘store’’ and ‘‘provide’’ to the
battery does not show a fixed correspondence. As this
example suggests, modular PA of multi-modal products
must take modality into consideration.
In a holistic view, modularity and modality are regarded
as two ways of dividing the same product with respect to
space and time. In Fig. 3, modules, as the result of a spatial
division, are shown in separate blocks in the physical level.
Each module, viewed as a physical object segmented in
space, includes all of the product’s configuration states at
all times. Modes, created by a temporal division, are shown
in compartments along the time axis. Each mode includes a
configuration state of the whole system during a segment of
time. However, the design process is always conducted on
the left plane, because the designers need a consolidated
and time-independent system description. Specifically, the
different PA shown on the middle and right planes must be
concentrated in a time-independent format. The descriptive
model of modality must explain how the RFM is fulfilled
by the physical configuration layout on the left plane.
3.1 Changeable mapping
The premise of changeable mapping is that the involved
functions and modules are activated in a sequential fashion,
rather than a concurrently. In the solar light example, if
modality were not applied, a concurrent operation would
cause a bizarre solution involving all of the functions and
modules in a simultaneous operation. Thus, the resultant
operation of lighting during charging would not be
acceptable (except for a traffic light that works day and
night). In practice, designers prevent such a solution by
selecting a subset of the entire system for each mode,
shown shaded in Fig. 4. The changeable mapping is
observed in two scales:
1. In overall system scale, the correspondent clusters of
functions and modules are bundled in modes, shown in
the two beams in Fig. 4. The overlap between clusters
indicates reuse2 of functions and modules.
2. In subsystem scale, the changeable mapping is also
observed at the correspondence between the battery
and the functions ‘‘store’’ and ‘‘provide’’, shown in the
combined pattern.
Modality in PA is enabled by two basic strategies:
temporal clustering and modality propagation. The first
achieves modality by allocating the FM of each mode to a
specific subset of the entire product. This strategy has been
implied in rich literature about reconfigurable products, in
which modular design appeared to be the leverage of
reconfigurability (Olewnik et al. 2004; Siddiqi and de
Weck 2008; Singh et al. 2009). However, selecting dif-
ferent clusters of modules is not always sufficient to enable
modality. An additional strategy is to propagate modality
to the system’s subordinate modules, so that the subsystem
Fig. 2 The control panel of a BoschTM washing machine
2 The reuse caused by modality is viewed during an individual
product’s operation stage. It differentiates itself from the ‘‘reuse’’ of
modules among family products and the ‘‘reuse’’ of components for
recycling.
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modality contributes the overall modality. Nevertheless,
the two basic strategies can be used in combination.
3.1.1 Temporal clustering
Clustering all sub-functions into modules is the common
goal of many modular design methods (Gershenson et al.
2004). Their resultant clusters indicate the sub-functions
fulfilled by each module. Temporal clustering is a view-
point over the entire functional and physical levels, rather
than a design procedure. It shows which functions and
modules are involved in each mode. The involvement of a
function or a module is identified by whether the material,
energy, or signal flow is present in it. In Fig. 5, the RFM
and physical configuration layout are both clustered by two
modes. Each mode indicates two corresponding clusters in
both functional and physical levels.
3.1.2 Modality propagation
The overlap between two clusters indicates the reused
modules, such as the sensor and battery modules in Fig. 5.
Multi-modal modules are a subset of the reused modules.
They often play critical roles when a product’s modality
relies on its subsystem modality. Thus, modality propaga-
tion is an indispensable channel to achieve modality in PA
design.
Umeda et al. (1990) claims that function decomposition
continues until the function matches a design in the cata-
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a consolidated and time-
independent system description
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Fig. 4 Two sets of mapping in
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functions and modules is evaluated with criteria of both
functional requirements and modality. In the solar light
example, the functions of the battery not only satisfy the
functional requirements of storing and providing electric-
ity, but also provide the two functions at different times.
Only by satisfying both criteria can the battery module be
selected. In case of not finding an appropriate module that
accomplishes the two criteria, the designer needs to set up a
subordinate design task to design it.
3.2 Multi-modal modules
Multi-modal modules are the channel of modality propa-
gation. Basically, modes are established to facilitate either
multiple functions or multiple technologies (Liu et al.
2015). In the context of modular PA, these two purposes
result in functional multi-modal modules (FMMs) and
technological multi-modal modules (TMMs).
3.2.1 Categorization of multi-modal modules
The categorization Chakrabarti (2001) proposes shows
misalignment with modularity, because structures are not
an objective reference in describing a module. According
to Fig. 1, in cases of structure sharing, a structure is seen as
a functional module that fulfills two functions. However, in
cases of function sharing, the unique function is fulfilled by
two structures, which would have been considered as one
module from the viewpoint of modular design. Modularity
always considers one-to-multiple mapping from a module
to multiple functions. As a result, Chakrabarti’s catego-
rization does not share the same starting point of a unique
module emphasized in modularity.
Figure 6 presents a new categorization of sharing
schemes in a three-dimensional space. Function is a verb-
object description for manipulating material, signal, and
energy flows (Hirtz et al. 2002). The function of a module
defineswhat themodule does; however, the detailed function
specifications, in terms of size, weight, speed, pressure,
voltages, and so on, are not included in a function. Tech-
nology is a viable solution to the function. It specifies how a
function is achieved in a subsystem. Since there may exist
more than one solution to a function, the selection of a
technology is dependent on the function specifications. The
division of function and technology is also because of the
convention of the function modeling technique, in which the
limited information contained in the verb-object description
of functions neglects their specifications. Schultz et al.
(2010), Kroll (2013) and Liu et al. (2015) reference the
negligence as a lack of quantification. Consequently, the
neglected function specifications are detailed in technology
in the form of design variables and parameters.
A function multiplication results in a multi-functional
module, which demonstrates one module shared by mul-
tiple functions. Similarly, a multi-technological module
demonstrates one module that adopts multiple technologies
for the same function. When modality is not applied, they
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Fig. 5 The PA of a solar light
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multiplied functions and technologies, shown on the
function and technology axes in Fig. 6. Multi-functional
modules can be regarded as implementations of structure
sharing schemes. However, without the facilitation of
modality, multi-technological modules are not common in
design practice, because redundant and concurrent tech-
nologies undermine simplicity.
An FMM, as the result of multiple verb-object
descriptions, fulfills multiple functions at different times.
Similarly, a TMM uses modality to satisfy different sets of
function specifications. The significance of TMM is the
robustness in dealing with varied specifications exerted
from other modules. This kind of modules is epitomized by
a wide range of programmable or reconfigurable devices,
which can provide extra flexibility in satisfying the basic
requirements.
3.2.2 Involving MMs in PA
In Fig. 6, FMMs and TMMs have shown differences in their
interfaces, in terms of the number of functions. More impor-
tantly, the two categories of MMs also exhibit very different
mapping from the functional level to the physical level.
Figure 7 demonstrates a generalized PA that adopts an
FMM. The multiple functions of M2 are identified from the
multiple-to-one mapping from F21 and F22 to M2. In the
functional level, the functions are clustered in different
modes; however, in the physical level, the module is
overlapped by both modes. The identification of an FMM is
summarized in two steps:
1. The module (M2) demonstrates a multiple-to-one
mapping from the functional to physical level.
2. Its embodied functions (F21 and F22) are separately
clustered in different modes (Modes 1 and 2).
The left part of Fig. 8 shows PA that includes a TMM.
Different from FMMs, M1 exhibits a one-to-one mapping
from F1 to itself. In addition, both M1 and its only function
F1 are overlapped by two modes. These two observations
demonstrate that M1 is reused for the same function by
both modes. However, it is not possible to judge whether
M1 is multi-modal unless the designer inspects F1’s
interactions with F21 and F22 to determine its function
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Fig. 7 Generalized PA of FMMs
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Generally, the identification of a TMM is summarized in
two steps:
1. The module (M1) and its function (F1) are overlapped
by multiple modes (Modes 1 and 2).
2. The module (M1) is assigned varied function specifi-
cations by the modes.
The difference between the multiple technologies can be
a significant shift between working principles, such as the
fueled and electric drives for a hybrid electric vehicle, or
minor changes in design variables, such as the varied
temperature and time for a washing machine. The notion is
that the technologies, as the solution to varied function
specifications, must undergo reconfigurations. These
reconfigurations may not necessarily be mentioned as
modes extrinsically, as designers and users have different
understandings about how much change is sufficient for a
new mode. Nevertheless, the design solution of having a
changeable configuration intrinsically resembles multiple
modes in a general sense, since each configuration state is
designed for a specific purpose.
However, expressing the PA of a TMM without the
right part of Fig. 8 remains a difficulty. Fundamentally,
this obstacle is rooted at the function-oriented perspective
of PA design, shown by Fig. 9. A module’s functional
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Fig. 9 The function-oriented
perspective of PA design
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The function is clearly exposed to the designer, so that PA
can efficiently present and even facilitate searching for
FMMs. In contrast, PA does not express the specifications
clearly. Until now, there has been no acknowledged
method to express the modality-related design variables
during function modeling processes. Despite this diffi-
culty, Fig. 8 uses a switch symbol on the module M1,
meaning some varied specifications between the two
technologies.
4 Two electric pasta machines: a case study
The process of making pasta consists of two main proce-
dures: to make dough by mixing flour and water and to
form pasta by extruding the dough. A household pasta
machine is required to fulfill the FM shown in Fig. 10, in
which the procedures are undertaken in the mixing and
extruding modes. The material flow of dough is regulated
by a mechanism that prevents or allows the dough to
proceed to the extruding function. In the figure, this
mechanism is functionally symbolized by a switch.
Figure 11 shows the solutions of two off-the-shelf pasta
machines, each of which has its major modules shown in a
physical configuration layout on the right side. Both of the
products share the same FM shown in Fig. 10; however,
they have remarkable differences in their PA.
The design of the C3TM pasta machine avoids MMs. The
mixing and extruding functions are separately embodied by
two modules. The dough is constrained in the mixer by the
lock during mixing, and thereafter, the user needs to
manually release the lock and let the dough fall into the
extruder. The motor is reused by both modes; however, it
does not provide different movements for different modes
(neglecting the actual back-and-forth movement during the
mixing process).
The design of a PhilipsTM pasta machine exhibits more
integral design in its combined mixer–extruder. Consider-
ing that the extruding process is only valid in one rotational
direction, the idea is to apply different rotational directions
to the mixing and extruding processes. Therefore, the
mixer–extruder is created as an FMM. Moreover, the motor
must be able to reverse the direction to facilitate two
functions of mixing and extruding. Consequently, the
motor’s varied specification in rotational direction identi-
fies itself as a TMM. In Fig. 11, the mode selection is
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Overviewing the PA of the two products, the C3TM pasta
machine achieves its modality by pure temporal clustering
without modality propagation. In contrast, the simplicity
exhibited by the PhilipsTM pasta machine benefits from
using MMs.
5 Significances of modality in PA
Each of the two pasta machines presented in Sect. 4
resembles an integration of a separate mixing machine and
an extruding machine. According to our perspective on PA,
the PhilipsTM pasta machine resembles a highly integral
design, which incorporates both overall modality and
subsystem modality. Modality is leverage to allocate
functions into one module with minimal system resources.
However, it induces extra complexity in the design process.
5.1 System resource
Chakrabarti and Singh (2007) measure resource effective-
ness by calculating the ratio between main functions and
structures. Adopting this argument in modularity, the
increase of functions on each module will benefit the
product’s total resource effectiveness, which further results
in light weight and compactness. Further, when modality is
involved, this argument still appears to be valid, based on
the comparison between the two pasta machines in Sect. 4.
In addition, the minimal system resource also affects the
specifications assigned to each module. Specifically, for
multi-modal products, the minimal system resource is
derived as a minimized envelope of function specifications
through all the modes, because the requirements are dis-
tributed to different times during which the product is used
differently. In other words, the function specifications are
defined according to the worst-case scenario for each
configuration (Haldaman and Parkinson 2010). In the pasta
machine example, the motor needs to satisfy the relatively
high torque required by the extruding function, instead of
the sum of the mixing and extruding functions.
5.2 Complexity
Clarifying the function specifications is a complex process
in designing a multi-modal product. This is because not
only do the quantitative interactions between modules
increase exponentially when more functions and tech-
nologies are integrated in one product, but also the reused
modules interact differently in different modes.
The complexity of a multi-modal product can be eval-
uated by examining its inter-module interactions in the
DSM shown in Fig. 12. A generalized multi-modal product
activates m and n modules in two modes, among which
there are i reused modules. As a result, the multi-modal
product consists of mþ n i modules. The j MMs are a
subset of the i reused modules. The generalized DSM is
then divided in zones that indicate different degrees of
inter-module interactions. Basically, the designer needs to
settle down the weak interactions between the non-reused
modules located in the m ið Þ  n ið Þ area on the cor-
ner. Furthermore, the i n ið Þ and i m ið Þ areas
indicate the medium interactions between the reused
modules and the non-reused modules. This means that the
reused modules must interact with different groups of non-
reused modules. Next, the i i area, especially in the j j
area, contains strong interactions among the reused mod-
ules. This is because the interactions between reused
modules are intensified by the extra considerations about
modality, which may lead to a qualitative search for
interactions in many aspects. The designer has to examine
combinations of modes and prevent potential conflicts.
Figure 13 shows the five major modules of a PhilipsTM
pasta machine. Each mode activates four of them, among
which three modules are reused by both modes. As a subset
of the reused modules, the motor and extruder are multi-
modal. In Fig. 14, the interactions in the pasta machine are
presented in a modified DSM, whose elaboration will be
introduced in detail in Sect. 6.2. Being two non-reused
modules separated in two modes, the water dispenser is
decoupled from the die. Therefore, scarcely any modifi-
cation is required on these two modules. As an interaction
between a reused module and non-reused modules, the
container needs minimal modification to accommodate the
die and the water dispenser. In the central area, where the
strong interactions among reused modules are labeled, the
container needs to have a special form that best facilitates
the mixing and extruding operations. In particular, between
the motor and mixer–extruder, their interactions are highly
























Fig. 12 The DSM for a generalized multi-modal product
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sufficient torque that satisfies each mode of the mixer–
extruder, it is also essential to evaluate whether there is
conflict or unwanted effect when the mixer or extruder is
rotated to the unintended direction.
6 Designing multi-modal modules
The previous sections have presented the descriptive model
and the successful design solutions. To involve the
modality thinking in design processes, a modality design
methodology representing the prescriptive model would be
ultimately sought. The central difficulty in designing multi-
modal PA is to capture the MMs from an FM. In this
section, two design techniques are proposed for FMM and
TMM capture separately. The main idea is to motivate
reconfigurations in modules on the basis of multiple
functions and technologies.
Figure 15 positions the two techniques in the PA design
process with the metaphor of a production line. On the
basic level, the DSM-based methods, catalogs, and
designer’s knowledge and experiences can support this
process. The modular heuristics (Stone et al. 2000) and the
function-based approach for product integration
(Kalyanasundaram and Lewis 2014) can sufficiently
achieve multiple functions, but they neglect consideration
of modality. In this section, the FMM capture technique
contains three revised heuristics that focus on reconfigu-
rations for multiple functions. The TMM capture technique
contains a four-step method that deals with function
specifications caused by the reconfigurations.
6.1 Functional multi-modal module capture
The modular heuristics (Stone et al. 2000) identify three
types of features that promote multiple-to-one mapping
from functions to a module: dominant flow, branching
flows, and conversion–transmission. Kalyanasundaram and
Lewis (2014) proposed a heuristic to capture multi-func-
tional structure (mentioned as ‘‘function sharing’’) from a
similarity metric by Hirtz et al. (2002). Although the
abovementioned heuristics do not mention modality in
fulfilling the multiple functions, they offered valuable hints
in capturing the multi-functional opportunities. The mod-
ular heuristics advocate identifying serial and parallel
flows, while the function similarity heuristic further
decreases the search area for these opportunities.
Below, the three heuristics are proposed to locate potential
FMMsefficiently.The explanations of the three heuristicswill
start from a conventional FM. One reason for choosing the
conventionalFM is that it haswider application than the newly
proposedRFMs.Another reason is thatmodality is not always

















Fig. 13 The major modules of PhilipsTM pasta machine
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Fig. 14 The DSM of a PhilipsTM pasta machine
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only when the designer finds that having multiple modes is a
part of the working principle.
6.1.1 Flow segmentation
The designer looks for opportunities to fulfill multiple se-
rial functions along a flow with an FMM. This heuristic is
especially applicable to systems whose operations are
arranged according to specific procedures. As the left part
of Fig. 16 shows, the designer realizes a working principle
that can embody Functions F1 and F2 in the MM M1. As a
result, the continuous flow is segmented in sequential
operations distributed in the two modes.
The mixer–extruder module on the PhilipsTM pasta
machine resembles such implementation on a material
flow, shown in the right part of Fig. 16. Considering that
the two functions can be undertaken sequentially, the
designer elaborates the RFM. By doing this, the continuous
material flow is segmented in two sequential operations. In
the next step, the working principle of using different
rotational directions for the two operations can ideally
allocate the two functions in a common module. As a
result, the PA design of the mixer–extruder exemplifies
segmenting a continuous material flow into two sequential
operations fulfilled by an FMM.
The initial FM of the mixing and extruding functions
in Fig. 16 is neutral with respect to implementing
modality in their solution, since the FM can also indicate
an imaginary production that accomplishes the two
functions simultaneously. However, in some cases, the
FM already suggests multiple modes, such as the solar
light example. The designer can start from an RFM and
look for opportunities of integrating multiple functions
across modes.
Funcon-based approach for product integraon 
(Kalyanasundaram and Lewis 2014)
Modular heuriscs (Stone et al. 2000) 
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The flow segmentation heuristic introduced above
shares the philosophy with the process and event modeling
methodology by Nagel et al. (2011). Their methodology
also suggests decomposing a process into segmented
events, each of which contains a unique FM. Therefore,
Nagel et al.’s methodology is more applicable for design-
ing changeable configurations in an overall system scale,
whereas the flow segmentation heuristic targets functions
and modules in an elementary system scale.
6.1.2 Flow junction
The designer looks for opportunities to fulfill multiple
functions in parallel flows with an FMM. As the module
M1 and its functions F11 and F12 show in the left part of
Fig. 17, the MM provides a unique function to each of the
parallel flows. The flow junction thus joins multiple flows
to the same module. Umeda et al. (1990) defines functions
as ‘‘behaviors abstracted by humans through recognition of
the behavior in order to utilize it’’. This heuristic motivates
the exploitation of secondary functions among the infinite
behaviors of a physical component. Again, the functions
must be allocated to different times.
The right part of Fig. 17 exemplifies this heuristic with
the PA of a single boiler espresso machine. The water
boiler module either heats or vaporizes hot water for the
branched flows. In the physical configuration layout, the
boiler is situated on the junction of two flows.
6.1.3 Flow reversion
This heuristic suggests the search for one or a series of
FMMs on a reversible flow. The left part of Fig. 18 indi-
cates that the flow from A to B is reversed. Therefore, the
system can be divided into Mode 1 and Mode 2. The
resultant FMM module allocates the opposite functions
into two modes. In the example shown in the right part of
Fig. 18, the motor/generator is created as an FMM (which
can be arguably regarded as a TMM, if the identification of
a function excludes the manipulated flow). The flow
reversion also identifies the battery as an FMM.
6.2 Technological multi-modal module capture
The input of the TMM capture technique is PA with cap-
tured FMMs. At this maturity, the designer can outline the
functions of each module before and after mode transitions.
However, the function specifications still need clarification.
In particular, FMMs often exert varied function specifica-
tions to the other modules due to the modality. In cases in
which a module needs to accommodate the variations
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A systematic investigation of all the varied function
specifications relies on establishing a modality design
structure matrix (MDSM). This kind of DSM is proposed
to represent efficiently the modality of both products and
modules. The idea is to divide each MM into separate items
with respect to its modes. Hence, the interactions related to
an MM are specified to each mode. In Fig. 19, the gener-
alized technique, including the elaboration of an MDSM, is
introduced in four steps. The generalized dual-mode pro-
duct has five modules. As the preparation of the four steps,
the reused modules M1, M2, and M3, which have relatively
strong interactions, are placed together.
Step 1 suggests dividing the modes of M1 into separate
rows and columns labeled with M1S1 and M1S2. In Step 2,
the increased rows and columns urge a thorough review on
the interactions between the FMM and the other modules.
For example, M2 may have different interactions with
M1S1 and M1S2. Similar comparisons should be under-
taken with M3, M4, and M5. Since these comparisons may
involve a broad range of practical issues, it is difficult to
find a generalized metric to fill in the cells. Despite the
vacant metric, the comparisons should lead the solution to
two kinds of cases.
• Mitigated solution A mitigated solution enables a
module to interact with an FMM without a reconfig-
uration. In the PhilipsTM pasta machine example, the
interaction between the mixer–extruder and the
container differs in its two modes: the mixing function
requires a horizontal cylindrical container; the extrud-
ing function requires a vertical tapered container. The
mitigated solution is to elaborate special shapes for
both modules, so that the container itself does not need
to change.
• TMM In cases of significantly varied specifications that
cannot be mitigated, varied specifications will be
applied to the module in different modes. Therefore,
a TMM is captured in the MDSM. Back to the pasta
machine example, the mixer–extruder requires two-
directional rotations from the motor. To resolve the
conflict in the rotational direction, the motor is captured
as a TMM.
Due to the capture of TMMs, the MDSM needs another
round of division and review, shown in Step 3 and Step 4.
Therefore, the two steps may be conducted in iterations if
new TMMs are captured later.
The captured TMMs require active changes in their
configurations. In elaborating the configuration states for a
TMM, we propose two degrees of reconfiguration:
• Set-point adjustment The TMM maintains the same
principle solution but changes one or a few parameters,
such as the direction and speed of a motor.
• Alternative principle When a principle cannot satisfy
largely diverse function specifications, an additional











































Fig. 18 PA created by flow reversion
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technological mode. For instance, when a conventional
combustion engine is required to improve its fuel
efficiency at low speed, an alternative principle of using
electric drive is added to the drive train. The integrated
drive train becomes a TMM to fulfill the same function
of providing kinetic energy.
7 Conclusion
This paper draws attention to product modality in PA
design. In addition to the explanation of how multiple
modes influence the relationship between functions and
modules, the major contribution is the investigation of
modality in a system hierarchy. For this reason, the
research work especially focuses on how modality is
propagated in PA. In addition, the revised sharing schemes
between functions, technologies, and modes are a great
contribution to promote and evaluate integral design.
The main challenge in designing multi-modal products
is to discover opportunities for structure sharing. Never-
theless, this challenge is pervasive and chronic in most
design problems, since simple and highly functional design
solutions are always desirable. The models and methods
proposed in this paper logically explain the successful
solutions and help designers to locate potential successful
solutions by means of capturing FMMs and TMMs.
Thereafter, designers’ experience and intuitions play an
important role in searching for innovative ideas.
The modularity mentioned throughout this paper still
lies on the conceptual side, whereas practical issues in
modularity such as manufacturability, product portfolio,
and product life cycle are not intersected. This paper
together with our previous paper (Liu et al. 2015) provides
theoretical support to describe and elaborate changeable
configurations. From the viewpoint of building a system-
atic theory about modality, applying modality to existing
design models and methodologies gives a unique view on
product design.
Despite the above achievements, a few issues mentioned
in this paper need further investigation:
• The property of modality needs quantification. It is
claimed that modality enables a system to achieve
functions with minimal system resources by segment-
ing functions in modes and distributing the require-
ments by time. However, calculation of the minimized
envelope of function specifications requires specific
knowledge. We have not clarified a metric to guide the
work.
• The proposed MDSM method shows considerable
potential in finding successful solutions. How might
designers borrow the existing DSM-based modular
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design methods to enhance modality design? This
reveals a channel by which modality can better connect
to the extensive studies in product modularity.
• The proposed two techniques are still hypothetical.
Although they are derived from logical reasoning and
the examples of the solar light and the pasta machine,
their validation requires extensive empirical studies in
future.
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